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Introduction

 Bipartite network:

 The need for particular skills is one of the factors that motivate
scholars to find collaborators.
 It’s difficult to know directly what fine-grained skills (e.g.,
algorithm) a scholar masters, but this kind of information is deeply
embedded in scholars’ publications, especially in the artificial
intelligence domain. Potential

G = (U, V, Eሻ

collaborators

U and V are two types of nodes in network
G. U and V denote the authors and
algorithms respectively. E is the set of
edges in G.

Results
Statistics of Dataset
Table 1. presents the basic statistical description of our dataset.
Table 1. Statistics of the dataset

With whom?

Published
3

mentioned AD algorithm

Scholar
wants to
use AD3

Total
Unique

Author
12,142
5,619

Affiliation Country Algorithm
12,711
12,711
59,277
1,034
65
891

Bipartite network of authors and algorithm entities in the NLP domain

 It is essential to build a connection between authors and algorithms.
In this paper, we briefly
1)construct a bipartite author-algorithm network
2)explore the scholars with the most diverse skills (i.e., versatile
scholars) in the NLP domain.

 Eps provides interesting rankings for authors who have mentioned
or even used a variety of algorithms in their papers.
 Most of the top-5 versatile scholars are influential scholars in the
NLP domain: ACL Fellows (i.e., Christopher Manning, Noah
Smith), ACL president (i.e., Ming Zhou).
 Four of the five authors are affiliated with elite universities in the
USA, while Ming Zhou is affiliated with an excellent firm that is
located in China.
Table 2. The top-5 versatile scholars
Author

EPs

Affiliation

Location

Christopher Manning

83.34

Stanford University

USA

Ming Zhou

77.76

Microsoft Research Asia

China

Noah Smith

76.96

University of Washington

USA

Daniel Klein

75.54

University of California at
Berkeley

USA

Chris Dyer

65.03

Carnegie Mellon University

USA

Conclusion
 The author-algorithm network displays that each author has
mentioned what types of algorithms in their papers.
 We find that 4 of the 5 versatile scholars are from the US
 The validity of the author-algorithm network to facilitate the
scientific collaboration will be demonstrated in the future.

Methodology
Dataset
 Our dataset consists of two parts:
✓ Algorithm entities: we used the in-house dataset annotated by
Wang and Zhang (2020).
✓ Author information: we first downloaded and parsed the metadata
from the dataset (https://github.com/lingo-iitgn/NLPExplorer).
Then, we extracted authors’ affiliations, affiliation locations from
each paper manually.
✓ We integrated the two parts through paper IDs provided by the
ACL Anthology (https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/).
 The ACL Anthology volunteer team has used multiple approaches
to address name ambiguities (Mohammad 2020).
Method
 effective partners(EPs):
𝑎𝑖𝑗 is the number of co-occurrences
𝑠
𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑎𝑖𝑗 between author 𝑗 and algorithm 𝑖, 𝑎∙𝑗 is
𝐻𝑗 = − 
𝑙𝑜𝑔2
𝑎∙𝑗
𝑎∙𝑗 the total number of co-occurrences
𝑖=1
between author 𝑗 and all algorithms.
𝐻𝑗
2
𝐸𝑝𝑠𝑗 is the effective number of
𝐸𝑃𝑠𝑗 = ൝
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑎∙𝑗 = 0
algorithms mentioned by author 𝑗.

The most versatile scholars in the NLP domain
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Figure 1. Bipartite network of authors and algorithm entities

 The author node is red, and the algorithm node is blue. A link
between the author and the algorithm exists if the author has
published a paper that mentioned the algorithm. The thickness of the
link represents the number of papers an author published that
mentioned an algorithm. The size of the node denotes the number of
papers an author published(red) or the number of papers published
that mentioned an algorithm(blue).
 Support vector machine, BLEU and maximum entropy are widely
mentioned by authors.
 4.52 types of algorithms are mentioned per paper, whereas the
average number of publications per author is 2.14.
 For Ming Zhou, a famous NLP scholar, 117 types of algorithms are
extracted from his papers.
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